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It is often the case with spatial data that the relationships between variables 
vary over space, a situation referred to as spatial non-stationarity. As a result, 
global models with parameters that are assumed constant over space cannot 
adequately explain the relationship that exists between some set of variables. 
Various techniques have been developed to model relationships locally and a lllore 
recent development has been the method of Geographically \Veighted Regression 
(GWR). G\VR accounts for spatial non-stationarity by permitting parameters of 
a regression model to vary locally. In this dissertation G\VR is described and an 
extension to the methodology is proposed. The extended model, termed Local 
Linear Geographically Weighted Regression (LLGWR) is developed through the 
expansion of the regression coefficients of the G \VR model using a first order 
linear approximation. The aim of the expansion of the GWR model is to increase 
parameter flexibility and to capture more of the variability in a spatial data set. 
In the present study a small data set taken from soil science and a large data 
set taken from geology, are analysed using global regression, G\VR, LLG\VR and 
kriging models and results compared. The results produced from the two sets 
of analyses showed that both GWR and LLGWR models are superior to the 
global model. The results however are inconclusive as to whether the LLG\VR 
model provides an improvement over the G\VR approach, with the small data set 
showing some evidence of an improvement in the LLG\VR model over the GWR 
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The increased availability of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology 
and software packages, which allow spatial information to be stored and man-
aged, has resulted in increasing interest in the analysis of spatial data. The main 
aim of spatial analysis is to summarise and make inferences about properties 
and relationships between variables taking into account the location in space of 
the phenomenon under study. It is often the case with spatial data that the 
relationships between variables vary over space, a situation referred to as spatial 
non-stationarity. As a result, global models with parameters that are assumed 
constant over space cannot adequately explain the relationship that exists be-
tvv"een a set of explanatory variables and a response variable. The development 
and application of spatial techniques which attempt to model relationships lo-
cally has received considerable attention in the literature. }'Iore recent research 
includes the development of Geographically Weighted Regression (G\VR) (Brnns-
don, Fotheringham and Charlton, 1996). GWR is a method that addresses the 
issue of non-stationarity by allowing parameters to be estimated locally for each 
location in space thus allowing different relationships between variables to exist 
at different points in space. The broad aims of this thesis are to describe GWR 
and to propose and investigate an extension to the G\VR methodology. 
1.1 Objectives 
The specific research objectives of this dissertation are as follows: 
• To explore the background to spatial regression modelling and its develop-
ment. 
• To provide a statistical description of Geographically \Veighted Regression 
(GWR). 
• To propose and develop an extension to the G\VR model, termed Local 










l.2 Outline of dissertation 2 
the expallsion of the regressioll coefficiellts usillg a first order lillear approx-
imation. 
• To analyse a small data set through the implementatioll of ordinary least 
squares (OL8) regression, GWR, LLGWR and kriging models and to write 
prgrams in R to implement GWR and LLGWR. 
• To compare the results from the various models, alld in particular to ill-
vestigate whether or not LLGWR provides an improvement over the G\VR 
approach. 
• To extend the investigation to a large data set. 
1.2 Outline of dissertation 
The thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, a background to spatial re-
gression modelling and its development is presented. In particular, a statistical 
ciescription of GWR is given and the estimation of the model parameters dis-
cussed. In Chapter 3, an extension to the GWR model is proposed and the 
development of this extended model, termed LLG\VR, is presented. Chapters 4 
and 5 are application chapters ill which the analyses of a small data set taken from 
soil science and a large data set taken from geology respectively arc presented . 
The data sets are analysed using OL8, GWR, LLGWR and kriging models and 
the results obtained from the analyses based on these four models are compared. 
Finally conclusions are drawn and recommendations for future research are given 













In this chapter a background to spatial regression modelling is presented. In 
Section 2.1 the use of multiple regression and the problems associated with that 
technique are discussed and various approaches to addressing these problems are 
noted. The idea of Geographically \Veighted Regression (G\VR) and some ex-
amples of its applications are also given. In Section 2.2 a statistical description 
of G\VR is presented. The estimation of the model parameters is discussed in 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Bandwidth selection for the \veightillg scheme and issues 
regarding spatial non-stationarity are considered in Sections 2.5 and 2.G respec-
tively. 
2.1 Background 
One of the main aims of the analysis of spatial data is to summarise and make 
inferences about properties and relationships between variables taking into 
account the location in space of the phenomenon under study. The advent of 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology and software packages such 
as ArcGIS, which allows spatial information to be easily stored and managed, 
has resulted in increased availability of large and complex data sets. 
~I ultiple regression has been a commonly applied method for analysing 
spatial data across various fields including social, environmental and geograph-
ical sciences. For example, it has been used in the investigation of rainfall 
across Southern Africa (Dent, Lynch and Schulze, 1988), the aim of the analysis 
being to predict the Mean Annual Precipitation from a number of explanatory 
variables such as altitude, sea roughness and distance from the sea. The multiple 
regression approach has been used in remote sensing, as for example to describe 










2.1 Background 4 
surface such as bioma.c;s and some measure of its remotely sensed image such as 
a vegetation index, and to make predictions of the environmental variable at 
other sites from the remotely sensed images (Foody, 2003). 
Location in space generally plays no role in the modelling process when 
using regression models. However there are instances where latitude and lon-
gitude are included in the multiple regression model as independent variables. 
For example, Lobo and Martin-Piera (2002) constructed a multiple regression 
model to predict the species-richness distribution of dung beetles and found 
latitude to be a significant predictor. Specific problems with the use of the 
multiple regression model for modelling spatial data are that parameters are 
assumed constant over space and error terms are assumed to be independent. A 
multiple regression model incorporates a single regression equation and a single 
parameter associated with each explanatory variable that is assumed to apply 
globally over the entire study region. However, it is often the case with spatial 
data that the relationships between variables vary over space i.e. are spatially 
non-stationary. Thus a single set of parameters which are assumed constant over 
space cannot adequately explain the relationship that exists between SOIlle set 
of explanatory variables and the response variable. Furthermore, independence 
is rarely the case with spatial data where observations under study are often 
spatially dependent. Values of a variable at specific locations in space depend 
on those in the neighbouring locations and indeed according to Tobkr's first law 
of geography 'everything is related to everything else, but near things are more 
related than distant things' (Tobler, 1970). As a result of spatial dependency, 
the fitting of regression models to spatial data will produce residuals that exhibit 
spatial autocorrelation. Spatial regression models have been developed that allow 
for spatial autocorrelation of the errors (Cressie, 1993; Anselin, 1993) but these 
models assume a global autocorrelation function for the errors. Such models 
incorporate global parameters but with local relationships introduced into the 
model through the covariance structure of the error terms. For example kriging, 
an interpolation technique that allows values of a variable to be predicted 
at locations where no measurements have been taken by using a weighted 
average of values at neighbouring locations, incorporates correlations between 
observations. The kriging technique has been a popular alternative to multiple 
regression and has been widely used in the analysis of spatial data (Cressie, 1993). 
Various methods have been developed in an attempt to model relation-
ships locally and a large body of literature that deals with these methods 
exists. The expansion method (CaseLLi, 1972) is one of the earliest attempts at 
modelling local relationships. In this framework parameters of a basic model 
are expanded by making them functions of other variables. In the spatial 
context, global models may be expanded by expressing parameters as functions 










2.1 Background 5 
Trends in parameters over space can then be assessed (Eldridge and Jones, 
1991). The method of spatial adaptive filtering (Foster and GOlT, 1986; Gorr and 
Olligschaeler, 1994), the spatial analogue of exponential smoothing in time series, 
has been proposed to model spatial variations in coefficients. This technique 
has limited applicability however as the parameter estimates produced cannot 
1)(' t('stecl statistira]ly. In the mndom coefficient model approach (Swamy, 1971; 
Aikten, 1996) the parameters are assumed to be random variables. Specifically, 
the parameters of the model are assumed to vary from point to point and are 
drawn from some random distribution. Inferences about local parameters are 
obtained using Bayes' Theorem. 
A more recent attempt at modelling spatial relationships locally within a 
multiple regression framework is the method of Geographically Weighted 
Regression (GWR) (Brunsdon, Fotheringham and Charlton, 1996). GWR is an 
extension of the traditional regression model for spatial data which takes into 
account location in space. Specifically, GWR attempts to account for spatial 
non-stationarity in the regression coefficients by permitting parameters to vary 
locally. Parameters of the model estimated by fitting the model to spatial data 
are specific to a given location and thus the relationship between variables 
differs at different locations. The model is fitted using a weighted regression 
approach whereby data are weighted according to their proximity to a point of 
interest termed a regression point, with data from nearby locations being given 
more weight than data from locations farther away. Brunsclon, Fotheringham 
and Charlton (1996) consider various choices of spatial weighting functions 
and Fotheringham, Brunsdon and Charlton (2002) consider spatially adaptive 
weighting functions which vary depending on the density of data points around 
the regression point. 
The origins of G WR can be found in local regression (Cleveland, 1979) 
which, instead of fitting a global model to the entire data set, fits many models 
to localised sub-samples of the data around specific points in space. There are 
also parallels between G\NR and kernel regression (\Vand and Jones, 1995). In 
kernel regression, the dependent variable is modelled as a non-linear function 
of the independent variables by weighting data in attribute space rather than 
geographic space (Loader, 1999). 
The main output of GWR is a set of local parameter estimates that can 
be mapped to show the parameter variations over space, and that can be used to 
describe the degree of spatial non-stationarity in a relationship. Developments of 
the GWR technique include a method to test for the stationarity of parameters 
based on a 110nte Carlo approach which is described by Brunsdon, Fotheringham 
and Charlton (1998). Mixed GWR which extends the basic G\VR model by 
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discussed by Brunsdon, Fotheringham and Charlton (1999). Further extensions 
to the basic GWR model include Geographically Weighted Generalised Linear 
1Iodels for situations where the distribution of the dependent variable is a 
member of the exponential family of distributions. T\vo examples, one using a 
Poisson model, and the other using a binomial model are given in Fotheringham, 
I3runsdon and Charlton (2002). 
Fotheringham, Brunsdon and Charlton (2002) developed their own software, 
G\VR software version 3.0, to perform GWR analyses. It is a windows-based 
application consisting of drop-down menus and tick boxes that allows users to 
specify and fit a G\VR model. The program produces output files which contain 
location-specific parameter estimates and diagnostics that can be imported 
into a spreadsheet or mapping package. The program allows Gaussian, Poisson 
and binary logit regression models to be fitted. Fotheringham, I3runsdon and 
Charlton have also written code in the R language to perform G\VR. The code 
is not available commercially but a beta version is obtainable from Brunsdon 
(2006). Furthermore, an implementation of GWR is readily available as an R 
package called spgwr written by Bivand and Yu (2007). 
Since its development, there has been a number of applications of G\VR 
across various fields reported in the literature. For example: 
• Nelson (2000) developed a GWR model to examine the link between agricul-
turallabour productivity and natural resource, socio-economic and fanning 
system variables at the national level in Honduras. The results revealed that 
the GWR model described the data better than a global regression model 
and that the regression parameters vary over space. 
• Foody (2003) used GWR to model the relationship between the normalised 
vegetation index (NDVI) and rainfall over North Africa and the Middle 
East. The analysis revealed the relationship between NDVI and rainfall to 
be spatially non-stationary and highlighted areas of local variation. 
• Kam, Hossain, Bose and Villano (2005) applied GWR techniques to de-
termine whether or not spatial differences occur between poverty indices 
and welfare-influencing factors in Bangladesh. Results indicated spatial 
differences in the relative importance of various poverty-influencing factors. 
• Nakaya, Fotheringham, I3runsdon and Charlton (2005) used the Geograph-
ically \Veighted Poisson Regression approach to examine the relationship 
between mortality rates and socio-economic factors across the metropoli-
tan area of Tokyo. The results indicate that there are significant spatial 
variations in the relationships between working-age mortality and occupa-
tional segregation and between working-age mortality and unemployment 









2.2 Statistical description of the GWR model 7 
• Zhao, Chow, Li and Liu (2005) developed a GvVR model to predict public 
transit use from a number of predictors, including demographic, socioeco-
nomic, land use and pedestrian environment variables, for Broward County, 
Florida. The findings indicate that GWR can help improve transit demand 
analysis and identify areas where transit service may need improvement. 
2.2 Statistical description of the GWR model 
Consider the usual global multiple regression model 
l' 
Vi = Po + L PkXik + ei i = 1, ... , n (2.1) 
k=l 
where Vi is thei th observation of the dependent variable, :C;1, ... , XiI' are p indepen-
dent explanatory variables associated with that observation, n is the number of 
observations, Pk are unknown parameters and ei are independent and identically 
distributed error terms with zero mean and variance (52. Then model (2.1) can 
be expressed as 
1 
where ;Ii = 
where y = 
Vn 
Vi =x.T(i+eii = 1, ... ,n 
and P = and can he assembled into matrix forlll as 





and where Q IS an n x 1 vector of zeroes and I the identity matrix of or-
der n. 
In GWR, the regression coefficients depend on location and model (2.1) IS ex-
tended to 
l' 












2.3 Estimation of the regression parameters 8 
where Yi is the observed value of the dependent variable at location Si where 
Si = (Ui' Vi) and Ui, Vi are the longitude and latitude coordinates respectively, 
:r:il, ... ,:rip are the associated explanatory variables, 131(Si) ... ;3p(Si) are the un-
known parameters at location 5i, n is the number of observations and ei are 
independent and identically distributed error terms with zero mean and variance 
(T2. The observed values Yi may be expressed as Z(Si), the notation frequently used 
in a spatial context, but since the emphasis here is on the regression framework, 
the use of the Yi notation is retained. Then 




Yi = ~T!!..(Si) + e,i = 1, ... , n 
. Model (2.2) may be assembled into matrix form as 
xT -1 OT QT ~(Sl) 
oT T OT 2(S2) .:I2 
+f 
QT OT T .:In fi(Sn) 
This llludel is a varying-coefficient llludel (Hastic awl Tibshil'ani, 1993) in which 
the coefficients vary as functions of location. Specifically, for each observation Yi 
there exists a unique set of parameters which are functions of location Si and thus 
the model has n x (p + 1) regression parameters. ~Iodel (2.1) is a special case of 
model (2.2), in which the parameters are assumed to be constant over space. 
2.3 Estimation of the regression parameters 
2.3.1 Weighted Regression 
~Iodel (2.2) allows the regression parameters to vary over the region of interest. 
However, it has more unknown parameters than observed responses and thus 
there are immediate problems in the estimation of the parameters of this model. 
Fotheringham, Brunsdon and Charlton (2002) proposed that a solution to esti-
mating the parameters at a given location So is to assume that the parameters 
consistent with model (2.2) are constant within the vicinity of the location So and 
to perform a weighted regression using a subset of observations that are close to 
location So. Points at which parameters are to be estimated are called regres-
sion points. There are two possibilities for a regression point. The parameters 










2.3 Estimation of the regression parameters 9 
are observed, allowing comparisons with the data to be made. Alternatively an 
arbitrary set of grid points lllay be defined over the region of interest and param-
eters estimated at the grid point locations, which lllay or may not be observation 
points, thereby allowing continuous surfaces for each regression coefficient to be 
approximated over the region of interest. Specifically, consider a fixed regression 
point at location So which mayor may not be an observation point. Then the 
weighted regression model for an observation at Si is 
l' 
Vi Po(so) + L /3d so):rik + (Ci i = 1, ... , n 
k=l 
;IT f!.(so) + (Ci (2.3) 
where ei rv rv(O, 22..) with WOi denoting the geographical weighting of the observed 
lilO l 
data point at Si which is a function of the Euclidean distance 
dOi = )(11.0 - LLiF + (1'0 - uy. 
~Iodel (2.3) may be assembled into matrix form as 
where V is an n x 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable, X is an 
n x (p -+ 1) matrix of independent variables, f3 (so) is a (p + 1) x 1 vector of 
parameters to be estimated, f rv rv(Q, a2~V-l (soD, and lV (so) is an n x n diagonal 
spatial \veighting matrix expressed in matrix form as 
'W01 0 0 
0 'W02 0 
~'V(so) = 
0 0 U'On 
\\'here lL'Oi is a function of the distance doi . Observations are weighted according 
to their distance from location So. It is assumed that observations closer to So 
have similar regression coefficients to those at So and thus a weighting system 
is used so that observations closer to So have more influence on the parameter 
estimate at So. The estimate of f!..(so), the parameter vector at the regression 
point at location So is 
(2.4 ) 
2.3.2 Spatial weighting functions 
Fotheringham, Brunsdon and Charlton (2002) provide a number of possible mod-
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(Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). The simplest model assigns equal weighting to all 
observations within a certain distance from the regression point and observations 
lying beyond the specified distance are excluded. This uniform kernel is specified 
as 
'lUOi 1 if do; < d 
o otherwise 
i = 1, ... , n 
(2.5) 
where do; is the distance between the data point at 5; and regression point at 
50 where 5i represents the location of a specific point in space at which data 
are observed and 50 represents the location of any point in space for which 
parameters are to be estimated, that is a regression point. A specified threshold 
distance is given by d, and 'lUOi is the assigned weight to the observation at 5i. 
The advantage of this model is that it simplifies the computational procedure by 
('xdllriing all data points further than a specified distallC(~ from the regression 
point. However, this model has the problem of imposing discontinuities which 
lead to estimated parameters changing sharply over the region of interest. 
Two commonly used weighting functions are the Gaussian and bi-square 
functions. The Gaussian function is defined as 
1 dOi ~ 
'lUOi = exp -'2 (b) [ .)] 
and the bi-square function is defined as 




where b is a distance referred to as the bandwidth. According to the Gaussian 
function, if data are observed at the regression point, this point will be given a 
weighting of 1 and the weighting of the other data points will decrease according 
to a Gaussian curve as the distance between them and the regression point 
lIlcreases. This ensures that observations closer to the regression point will 
have more influence on the parameter estimates than observations further away. 
The bi-square function provides a continuous near-Gaussian weighting up to a 
distance b from the regression point, and data points at and beyond the distance 
b are weighted as zero. This tec:lmique has the advantage of simplifying the 
computational procedure by excluding observations that are further than a 
certain distance from the regression point while still maintaining the property of 
continuity. Fotheringham, Brunsdon and Charlton (2000) provide several other 











2.4 Estimation of a 2 11 
The spatial kernels discussed above are fixed in shape and size over space. 
A problem that may arise with fixed spatial kernels is that for some regression 
points around which data are sparse, models might be fitted with very few 
data points and hence the estimated parameters will have large standard errors. 
To reduce this problem, spatial kernels can be constructed which vary their 
bandwidth in accordance with the density of data around the regression point so 
that the bandwidth is greater where data points are sparse than \vhere data are 
dense. Fotheringham, Brunsdon and Charlton (2002) discuss various methods 
of producing such spatially adaptive kernels. One method is to rank the data 
points in terms of their distance from the regression point. The closest data 
point has a weight of 1 and the weights decrease as the rank increases according 
to some continuous function. Another method is to ensure that the weights for 
performing the regression for any point of interest sum to some constant C. In 
areas where data are sparse, the kernel will have to expand to ensure that the 
weights sum to C, whereas in areas where data are dense, the kernel will have 
to contract. The practitioner could simply choose a value of C arbitrarily or try 
to find an optimal value. 
2.4 Estimation of 0"2 
The estimation of the unknown variance parameter (}2 in C\VR may be done 
either globally or locally. The estimate is used in the estimation of the variance 
of the parameter estimates ~ (so). 
2.4.1 Global estimation of (J"2 
In the basic C\VR model a 2 is assumed constant over the study region. The 
estimate of the vector of parameters at the location So can be written as 
(2.8) 
where A(so) = (XT~V(sO)Xtl XTvV(so). The fitted value at observation point i 
\vith that point acting as the regression point in the weighted regression is given 
by 
Yi ;IT~(8i) 
;IT A (s;},lL 
IT 1L (2.9) 
where IT = ;IT A(sJ for i = 1, ... , n. Since the observation IS acting as the 










2.4 Estimation of (J2 12 
The fitted values ih defined in equation (2.9) can thus be assembled as 
= Q = LJL (2.10) 
Yn 
where L is the matrix with rows {[ fori = 1, ... , n which maps the data J!.. to the 
fittcd valucs it Then, based OIl equation (2.10), the residual Sllms of squared 
errors (RSS) is obtained in the llsual way as follmvs 
\vhere 
Thus, 
RSS = f?f:. (2.11) 
e J!.. - Y 
J!.. - LJL 
(I - L)JL 
J!..T(1 - L)T(1 - L)JL 
J!..T[1 - LT - L + LTL]J!... 
(2.12) 
Following usual practice in non-parametric smoothing, the effective degrees of 
freedom for error are given by the trace of the matrix [I - LT - L + LT L], and 
thus by n - 2tr (L ) + tr (LT L) (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). The estimate of (J2, 
which is a global estimate as (J2 is assumed constant across the study region, is 
then defined as 
2 
S = (2.13) 
where VI = tr( L) and V2 = lr( U'L). The technique of estimating (J2 globally 
is the one implemented by Fotheringham, Bnmsdon and Charlton (2002). The 
term n - 2VI + V2 is known as the effective degrees of freedom of the residuals 
and the term 2V1 - V2 is the effective number of parameters in the local GvVR 
model (Fotheringham, Bnmsdon and Charlton, 2(02). 
The variance of ,3(so), the parameter estimates at any regression point So using 
the global estimate of (J2 is then given by 
VaT[~(so)] = A(so)W- I (so)A(sofs2 (2.14) 
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2.4.2 Local estimation of a 2 
An alternative to the global approach for the estimation of J2 discussed in the 
previous section is to obtain a locally based estimate of the unknown variance 
J2 which is based on the assumption that J2 varies across the stucly region. The 
local estimate of J2 is that obtained by fitting the weighted regression model 
given by equation (2.3) and is defined as 




where D;"o is the fitted value at Si in the weighted regression centered at So 
and Wo; is the geographical weighting of the observed data point relative to 
the regression point with the weightings WOi summing to 71. This technique for 
estimating J2 is the technique implemented in the spgwr R package (Bivand and 
Yu, 2007). 
The variance of ,d(so), the parameter estimates at any regresslOn point 
using the local estimate of (J2 is then given by 
(2.16) 
2.5 Choice of bandwidth 
Estimated parameters from GWR are dependent on the choice of weighting func-
tion and on the choice of bandwidth. Numerous weighting functions exist. How-
ever Brunsdon, Fotheringham and Charlton (1999) state that if the weighting 
function is continuous, with the weights decreasing as distance from the regres-
sion point increases, the choice of an appropriate bandwidth is far more important 
than the choice of weighting function. Larger bandwidths produce parameter esti-
mates that are similar in value across the study area and have high bias. In other 
words as the bandwidth increases, the parameters estimated by G\VR become 
closer to those estimated by a global model. Smaller bandwidths, on the other 
hand, produce parameter estimates with increased variance, since fewer points 
are included that carry weight. As a result of this 'bias-variance' dilemma, the se-
lection of an appropriate bandwidth is very important. There are various options 
that can be used for bandwidth selection. For example: 
• Expert opinion: The choice of bandwidth may be made subjectively, using 
an expert opinion, if one has prior heliefs about the value of bandwidth in 
a particular situation based on a sound theoretical understanding of that 
situation (Silverman, 1986) . 
• Cross-validation and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC): Cross-validation 
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assumption of normality of the data to hold whereas the cross-validation 
technique does not require this assumption . 
• k-nearest neighbours: Several rules of thumb have been suggested for esti-
mating bandwidth selection based on the distances of the k-nearest neigh-
bours from the point of interest (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995). 
2.5.1 Cross-validation 
Cross-validation, a technique widely used in Statistics with nonparametric mod-
elling, involves the refitting of the model to predict each data point, with that 
data point being omitted from the fitting process (Hastie, Tibshirani and Fried-
man, 2001). The optimal bandwidth is that which minimises the sum of squares 
n 
eV(b) = 2:)Yi - Y(_i)(b)f (2.17) 
i=l 
where Y(_i)(b) is the predicted value of Yi using a bandwidth b with the data 
point at i used as the regression point but omitted from the computations in 
the weighted regression model. eV(b) is termed the CV score. The model may 
be refitted repeatedly with various values for bandwidth and the associated 
cross validation score calculated. By plotting the CV scores against bandwidths, 
guidance on selection of an appropriate bandwidth lllay be provided (Fother-
ingham, Brunsdon and Charlton, 2002). Clearly an optimal bandwidth is one 
which minimises the CV score. If a bandwidth which minimises the CV score 
is identified graphically, a more accurate value for this bandwidth may then be 
obtained by using an optimisation routine. 
2.5.2 Akaike's Information Criterion 
Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) is widely used in Statistics to compare 
different models (Hastic, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2001). The general definition 
of AIC is 
Ale = -2 In(L) + 2m (2.18) 
where L is the estimated likelihood function and m is the number of parameters 
in the model of interest. It is a measure of goodness of fit of a model that 
penalises the log-likelihood by the number of parameters. The model with the 
smallest Ale is chosen as the; best ' fitting model. A version of AI C for regression 
models, adapted to correct for bias, was presented by Hurvich and Tsai (1989), 
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where n is the sample size, s is the estimated standard deviation of the error 
term, and p is the number of independent variables in the model. }'ollowing 
Hurvich and Tsai (1989), Fotheringham, Bnmsdon and Charlton (2002) define 
an adapted AlC for GWR by replacing p+ 1 with tr(L) in expression (2.19), the 
trace of the matrix L which maps i!.. on to JL as shown in equation (2.12). The 
adapted AlC used in GWR is thus defined as 
{ 
n+tr(L) } 
AlCc = 2 n In(s) + n In(27f) + n ( ) n - 2 - tr L (2.20) 
2.6 Spatial Non-stationarity 
An important question to answer is whether a particular set of local parameter 
estimates obtained from fitting a GWR model exhibit significant spatial varia-
tion over the region of interest, and hence whether the use of a spatially varying 
regression model is justified. It is necessary to determine whether the observed 
pattern has arisen due to true spatial trend in the data or simply due to random 
variation. To do so, the stationarity of parameters based on their variability over 
space when estimated using GWR can be tested as follows. 
Consider n data points within a region and consider a particular regression coef-
ficient 13k. A GvVR estimate of the regression coefficient, /3k(Si), is taken at each 
data point i = 1, ... , n, and the variance of the n parameter estimates can be 
computed. The variance provides a useful statistic to measure the variability of 
the paramdcr cstimates over space, and is defincd as 
(2.21) 
To test the hypothesis that the parameter is globally constant, the sampling 
distribution of S2(,&k) under the null hypothesis that the global model holds, 
has to be determined. To do so, a ~vlonte Carlo approach is adopted, since this 
distribution is analytically intractable (Fotheringham, Bnmsdon and Charlton, 
2002). Under the null hypothesis, it is assumed that the parameters do not vary 
over space and thus any permutation of the regression variables against their 
locations should be equally likely to occur. Thus, the data can be repeatedly 
rearranged in space by randomly allocating the observed data pairs CIJ;,;fJ for 
i = 1, ... , n across locations without replacement. The GvVR lllodd is then fitted 
to the randomly allocated pairs and the estimated variance defined ill equation 
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actual value of S2(!jk) for the data at the correct locations can be compared 
to those obtained from the randomised distributions to obtain an experimental 
significance level. The proportion of the ralldomised values of the variance 8 2 (13k ) 
exceeding the actual s2(/3d is calculated and used as a p-value ill the test of the 
hypothesis 
Ho : 13k is stationary across the region of interest vs. 
H A : 13k is non-stationary across the region of interest 











A Proposed Extension to the 
GWR Model 
In this chapter, an extension to the GWR model is proposed. The extended 
model is called Local Linear GWR (LLGWR) and is essentially an application of 
the expansion method (Casetti, 1972) to the G\VR model. The general expansion 
model is presented in Section 3.1 and the development of the model is discussed 
in Section 3.2. 
3.1 The Expansion Method 
Casetti (1972) defines an expansion method for the construction and modifi-
cation of a given model and illustrates the method by a number of examples. 
The method is demonstrated on a number of models concerned with population 
growth. The expansion method is a procedure whereby a more complex model 
is generated from a simpler initial model by redefining at least some of the pa-
rameters of the initial model as functions of relevant variables. The expanded 
parameters are then substituted back into the initial model to produce a new 
model. The expansion method builds upon an initial model and may be used to 
construct new models that meet requirements that an initial model does not sat-
isfy, to improve predictability or to remove inadequacies of an initial model. The 
expansion method is especially suited to cases in which the parameters of initial 
models appear to vary in a trend-like mannel'. Several models in the literature 
have been developed by applying the expansion method. Hastie and Tibshirani 
(EJ93) describe the varying-coefficients model which is a particular case of the 
expansion method and which expands regression models with the aim of increas-
ing the flexibility of the models by alluwing the regression coefficients to vary as 
functions of other variables. Although most applications of the expansion method 
relate to non-spatial settings, there have been applications for which parameters 
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Jones, 1991; 1ldlillen, 1996). 
3.2 Development of the LLGWR model 
The Local Linear GWR model is developed through the expansion of the GWR 
model. The aim of the expansion of the G vVR model is to increase parameter 
f!cxihility and to capture more of the variability in a spatial data set. 
For a fixed regressiun point at location So, where So = (HO, vo) with /Lo and Vo 
the longitude and latitude m:;pectively, the GvVR model for an observation at 
location Si as defined in equation (2.3) is given by 
)J 
Yi = PO(80) + L /h(SO):r:ik + ei 
k=l 
z:.; £'(80) + ei 
\vhere Yi is the observed value of the dependent variable at location (lli' Vi)' :r:ik 
are observed values of the independent variables for i = 1, ... , nand fJdso) are 
unknown parameters at location ('110, vo). The error terms are random variables 
\vith zero mean and variance (.i3....), where WOi denotes the weight given to the 
l1'Oi 
observed point at Si which is a function of the distance of that point from the 
regression point at so. 
Consider a specific regression point at location So. Then model (2.3) may be 
extcnded by expanclin~ the re~ression coefficients in terms of the latitude Hi and 
longitude Vi of an observed point relative to the latitude 110 and longitude Vo of 
the t he regression puiut. Specifically cunsider 
]J 
Yi = p~(so) + LPZ(SO):r:ik + Ci (3.1 ) 
k=l 
where the coeffi.cients are expanded as 
(3.2) 
for k = 0,1, ... ,]J and for each observation i = 1, ... , ll. Equation (3.2) expands 
the regression coefficients inlllodcl (3.1) using n first order linear approximation. 
The use of first order approximations has been shmvn to be effective in the 
literature on local regression (Loader, 1999). For estimation, the parameters 
Pk(SO), p;:(so) and p;;(so) are assumed constant in the neighbourhood of the 
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To fix ideas, the technique is illustrated for SilUPic regressioll. The G\VR model 
for a fixed regression point at So is 
i = 1, ... , n (3.3) 
where e/ r-.J rv(O, £). The model is extended through the expansion of the 
W0 1 
coefficients as defined in equation (3.2) to yield the LLGWR moclel given by 
p~(So) + ,6;Xi + ei 
;30(so) + p~L(SO)(lLi - lLo) + p~(SO)(Vi - 1'0) + 
Pl(sO):ri + p~I(SO)(lLi - lLO):r:i + pr(SO)(Ui - VO)Xi + ei 
1Iodel (3.4) may be written in matrix form as 
(3.4) 
i = 1, ... , n 
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable, X*(so) is 
an n x G augmented matrix of independent variables, ,3* (so) is a 6 x 1 vector of 
the parameters to be estimated, f: r-.J rv(Q,cr2W- 1(so)), and lV(so) is an 12 x n 
diagonal spatial weighting matrix. The augmented matrix X* (so) is assembled as 
X*(so) = 1 CUi -lLo) (Vi - vo) :ri (Ui - 1l0):r:i (/1/ - /IO)X/ 
1 (un - lLo) (Vn - vo) Xn (Un - UO):rn (Vn - t'O):rn 
/)0(80) 






1Iore generally the LLGWR model for p explanatory variables at a regression 
point So = (uo, 1.'0), can be summarised as 
Jl 
+ L [Pk(SO)xik + /3~(So)(lLi - uO):r/k + /3f(so)( Vi - VO)::r:ik] + e/ 
k=l 
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where (J:.i) T are row vectors of the n x 3(p + 1) augmented matrix of independent 
variables X*(so), which includes additional variables through which the linear 
extension is incorporated, 2*(so) is a 3(p + 1) x 1 vector of parameters to be 
estimated and the error terms are random variables with zero mean and variance 
(J2I wo;. 
The LLG\VR model has too many parameters i.e. n x 3(p + 1) since there are 
only n observations. It is implemented by assuming that the paramters are 
locally constant as is the case with GWR and is thus fitted using weighted 
regression on the expanded model. The estimate of !::!.* (so), the parameter vector 
at the regression point at location So, is given by 
(3.6) 
and the variance of #*(80) is given by 
VaT[~* (so)] = A(so)"W-1(so)A(sof's2 
where A(so) = (X*(sofvV(so)X*(SO))-lX*(so)lV(so) and S2 is the estimate of 
the unknown variance parameter (J2 defined in equation 2.13. The model can 
be fitted using weighted regression centered on obsen'ation points at which 
predictions can be made and can also be fitted at arbitrarily defined grid points 
allowing continuous surfaces for each regression coefficient to be approximated 
over the region of interest. The spatial variability of the additional parameters 
may also be examined. 
In the G\VR model, the spatial variability of the regression coefficients is 
accommodated by invoking weighted regression centered at a point of interest 
and with weights decreasing as the distance of observations from that point 
increases. In the LLGWR model, the spatial variability in the regression 
coefficients is accommodated by including a w('ighting function as well as by 
expanding the regression coefficients, thus allowing for more flexibility in the 
model. At the same time however the LLG\VR model produces a large number 
of parameters, 3 times as many parameters as the G\VR model, and thus could 
become unwieldy. The aim of the dissertation is to implement LLGWR and to 











A Small Data Set taken from Soil 
Science 
The analysis of a data set taken from soil science is presented in this chapter. A 
description of the data is given in Section 4.1. The data are summarised by means 
of some simple graphing techniques and descriptive statistics in Section 4.2 and 
a global analysis of the data using ordinary least squares regression is presented 
in Section 4.3. This is followed by the applications of local analyses, namely 
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR), Local Linear GWR and kriging 
presented in Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. A sununary and comparison 
of the results obtained from the analyses based on these four models are given in 
Section 4.7. 
4.1 Data 
A data set was taken from a bulletin by Clarke and Dane (1991) written at 
Auburn University, Alabama, USA. The data set comprised records of water 
and clay content recorded at GO locations in a rectangular field of 50m x 100m 
at the Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station. The data are presented in 
Appendix A. Measurements of water content in cm3 of water per cm:l of soil and 
clay content as a percentage of unit weight of soil were taken at a depth of 80 
cm at each location. The data also include latitude and longitude as distances 
along the :r and y axes from the origin (0,0) respectively. Two of the locations 
had missing data and were excluded from the present analysis. The analysis was 
thus performed on the 58 locations for which data were recorded. The aim of the 
analysis was to establish a relationship between water content as the dependent 
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4.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 
The initial step in the analysis of a spatial data set is to summarize the data 
through some simple graphing techniques and descriptive statistics. The spatial 
distributions of water and clay content are plotted in Figure 4.1. From this 
figure it can be seen that water and clay content have similar distributions 
across the field suggesting a positive relationship between the two variables. 
The concentrations of both water and clay are highest at the north end of the 
field and decrease toward the south. Along the south edge of the field is a 
band of observation points containing the lowest water and clay concentrations. 
Observations in the northern half of the: fidd comprise mostly of high water and 
clay concentrations but there are 2 locations in the north-eastern corner where 
the concentrations of water and clay are low. There are also high concentrations 
of clay located in the mid-west of the field. 
A scatterplot of water against clay content is presented in Figure 4.2. 
From this graph it is apparent that a positive relationship exists between the 
two variables. Descriptive statistics of water and clay content are given in 
Table 4.1. Clay content has a higher coefficient of variation which measures the 
amount of variation relative to the mean, than water content, indicating greater 
relative variation in clay content than in water content. The distribution of 
water content is negatively skewed as is indicated by the skewness coefficient 
and as can be seen in the histogram of water content presented in Figure 4.3. 
The histogram of clay content also shown in Figure 4.3 appears to be reasonably 
symmetrical and this is confirmed by the small positive skewness coefficient. 
yVater content Clay content 
(Clll:~ / cm:~) (%) 
J\IininlUm O.20cl 13.400 
J\Jedian 0.270 22.750 
Maximum 0.314 32.900 
J\lean 0.269 22.717 
Std deviation 0.027 cl.386 
Coefficient of variation 0.102 0.193 
Skewness -0.280 0.106 
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Figure 4.3: Histograms of water and clay content 
4.3 G 10 hal analysis 
4.3.1 Global model 
The simple linear regression model 
Vi = (30 + #lXi + ei i = 1, ... ,58 (4.1 ) 
where Yi is the ith observation of water content, :ri the clay content and ei an 
independent random error term was fitted to the data using ordinary least squares 
regression. This was implemented using the package R. Transformations of the 
day variable were considered b1lt they provir10d no hetter fit to the data than 
the use of the untransformed clay variable. The parameter estimates obtained 
by fitting model (4.1) to the data, their standard errors and their p-values from 
t-tests of the hypotheses, 
Ho : 13k = 0 vs. HA : I"h =1= 0 for k = 0,1 
are reported in Table 4.2. The t-tests are based on the assumptions that the 
error terms are normally distributed and have constant variance however, t-tests 
are robust to deviations from those assumptions. According to the results of the 
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Coefficient Estimate Std Error p-value 
/30 0.1494 0.01029 < 0.001 
/31 0.0053 0.0004 < 0.001 
Table 4.2: Parameter estimates of the simple linear regression (global) model 
The regression has an R2 value of 71 %, and thus the model provides a good fit to 
the data. The Ale for the model is -320.62, and the Residual Sums of Squares 
(RSS) value is 0.012. 
4.3.2 Residuals 
A normal Q-Q plot of r~siduals, d~fiIH~d as Ci = Yi - Yi for i = 1, ... ,58 where Yi is 
the /h observed value of water content and Yi the corresponding fitted value from 
model (4.1), is shown in Figure 4.4 (a) and a plot of the residuals against the fitted 
values is shown in Figure 4.4 (b). From Figure 4.4 (a), the residuals appear to be 
fairly normally distributed. The points appear to be randomly spaced in the plot 
given by Figure 4.4(b). The spatial distribution of the residuals shown in Figure 
4.5 however, appears to be non-random. Large positive residuals are located in 
the north-east of the map, and negative residuals are located in the south. The 
residuals were further investigated to identify potential outliers. Standardised 
residuals, calculated as 
where 5 is tlw standard ('!Tor obtaill<~d frolll fitting the regressioll Illodd, are 
useful for outlier detection. Generally standardised residuals which are greater 
than 2 in absolute value are considered to be potential outliers. A plot of the 
standardised residuals is presented in Figure 4.6. An examination of this plot 
revealed observations 38 and 52 as potential outliers. The impact of these obser-
vations on the regression analysis was investigated but deleting them made very 
little difference to the results. It was thus decided to retain these observations in 
the remainder of the study. 
4.3.3 Global models fitted over quadrants 
The field was divided into four quadrants as is shown in Figure 4.7 and simple 
linear regression models were fitted separately to the data for each quadrant. 
This allows a simple way of examining whether the relationship modelled be-
tween water and clay content is likely to be stationary over space. Results of the 
global models fitted separately for each quadrant are presented in Table 4.3 and 
scatterplots of water against clay content with associated fitted regression lines 
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~.3 Glohal analysis 
, 
Figur~ 4,6: Plot or~tan<iardi:;erl fl't<idlllu" 
~ 
Intercept Clay 
, 'lc Std Error of /l, J, , Std Error of ,J, W 
Ql1adrant 1 , 20 ll. 1 :)72 0(1122 O,(Xj,J(j UlXXlG 0.~4 
Quaoiram 2 19 (1,2274 (1,(1273 0,0025 0.0011 0.211 
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27 
Ex~mi.n~tion of these results r~"~al" some diH~ren",," in the parameter estimat", 
b~t\ ... '<'n t_he quadrants suggesting lloll-~tationarity. In partkul~r. qU<><1ram I 
chanccteriset.i by areal< of high aud arcas of wry low wat~r ('()n~~ntmti()n ha,' 
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4.4 Application of GWR 
GvVR analysis was performed using programs written in the language R (R De-
velopment Core Team, 2006). The code for the programs is provided in Appendix 
B. Results were crossed-checked with G\VR 3 software as well as \vith the spgwr 
library in the package R. The weighted regression model centered at a regression 
point located at So and for an observation at 8i as defined in equation (2.3) is 
given by 
Yi = ,6'o(so) +,6'1 (SO)Xi + eii = 1, ... ,58 (4.2) 
where Yi is the observed value of water content at location 8i, Xi is the ob-
served value of clay content, j10 (so) and PI (so) are unknown parameters and 
ei rv ru(O, ;:,), with LUo; denoting the weighting given to the observed point at 
Si which is a function of the distance of that point from the regression point 
at So. Model (4.2) was fitted to the data using weighted regression centered on 
('arh obs('rvation point. A fixed Gaussian kernel was lJs('d to define the weights 
associated with each observation since the Gaussian kernel is one of the most 
commonly used weighting functions and according to Brunsdon, Fotheringham 
and Charlton (1999) as discussed in Section 2.5, the choice of bandwidth is far 
more important than the choice of weighting function. The cross validation cri-
terion was invoked for bandwidth selection. The model \vas fitted with various 
possible values of bandwidth and the resulting CV scores calculated according to 
equation (2.17). The CV scores are plotted against bandwidth in Figure 4.9 to 
provide some guidance with bandwidth selection. The optimal value for band-
width is that which minimises the CV score. From Figure 4.9, it may be seen that 
a minimum CV score exists for a bandwidth of approximately 17 m. The optimal 
value for bandwidth was calculated more exactly as 17.282 m using the routine 
optim in R which implements a form of the Broyden-Fletcher-Golclfarb-Shanno 
(BFGS) method of optimisation (Byrd, Lu, Nocedal, and Zhu, 1995). 
Parameter estimates were obtained using observation points as the regression 
points and lJsing the optimal handwidth of 17.282 m. A fiW'-numher summary 
of the estimated model parameters at the 58 observation point locations is given 
in Table 4.4. The individual parameters may be tested for significance using a 
pseudo t-test (Fotheringham, Brunsdon ami Charlton, 2002). The t-statistics are 
obtained by dividing each local estimate by the corresponding local standard error 
of the estimate. The usual critical value is used to assess the level of significance 
of the t-value even though it is not really applicable since many hypotheses are 
being tested. The hypothesis 
H 0 : ,6'0 = 0 vs. H A : ,do i= 0 
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Figure 4.9: Variation in CV score with bandwidth using a Gaussian kernel. The 
minimum CV score exists for a bandwidth of approximately 17m. 
was rejected for all except one case. The model has an Alec value of -342.471 
and a Residual Sums of Squares (RSS) value of 0.006. The effective degrees of 
freedom for the model are 45.55. 
r30 (31 
l'vIinimulll 0.01359 0.0020 
Lower quartile 0.1535 0.0033 
Median 0.1785 0.0040 
Upper quartile 0.2035 0.0048 
Maximum 0.2424 0.0055 
Table 4.4: Five-number summary of parameter estimates for model (4.2) over the 
58 locations. 
r-..laps of the estimated parameters over the experimental region were produced 
to illustrate their spatial variation. A grid of 50 x 100 equally spaced points 
was defined over the study region. The grid was created using a program 
written in the language R by I3nmsdon (2006). :\Iodcl (4.2) was fitted to the 
data using weighted regression centered on each grid point. Parameters were 
thus estimated at each of the grid points producing 5000 estimates for each 
parameter over space. These estimates as well as their standard errors defined 
as se(/Jd = VVar[,8,J for k = 0,1, were mapped using ArcGIS software (ESRI, 
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arc cvidcnt in both paralllctcr c::;timatc::;. Thc intcrccpt cocfficient e::;timates, as 
can be seen in Figure 4.10 (a), show a clear pattern with higher values located in 
the north-west of the field and lower values located in the south. The standard 
errors of these estimates as can be seen in Figure 4.10 (b) are highest in the 
corners of the field. The estimated clay coefficients mapped in Figure 4.11 
(a) have: the highest values located in the south-west of the fidd, and lowest 
values in the north-west. The standard errors of these estimates are highest 
in the north-western corner as well as along the southern edge of thc field. A 
comparison of Figure 4.10 (a) with Figure 4.11 (a) shows that high intercept 
values correspond to low values of the clay coefficient and low intercept values 
correspond to high values of the clay coefficient. 
The 1Ionte Carlo method described in Section 2.6 was used to determine 
whether or not the parameters displayed significant non-stationarity. Specifically 
the data were rearranged in space by randomly allocating the (Y;, x;) pairs of data 
points without replacement across observed locations. The C\VR methodology 
\vas implemented using the randomised observations and the variances of the 
parameter estimates, S2(~O) and s2(!3d as defined in equation (2.21) computed. 
This randomisation was repeated 1000 times and the proportions of the variances 
S2(~k) for Ie = 0,1 exceeding the actual variance obtained from the data at the 
correct locations were calculated and found to be 0.001 and 0.022 respectively. 
These proportions provide a measure of the probability of observing variation in 
the local parameter e::;timates at lea::;t as extreme as that ob::;erved for the actual 
data if the parameter were globally constant. The hypothesis 
Ho : (3k is stationary across space vs. 
H A : ih is non-stationary aero::;s space for Ie = 0, 1 
is thus rejected with p-values of 0.001 and 0.022 for the intercept and clay 
coefficients respectively and it may be concluded that significant spatial non-
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4.5 Implementation of LLGWR 33 
regression point at 80 as defined in equation (3.6) is given by 
Yi Po(so) + (3b'(so)(u; - '110) + ;3~(80)(Vi - vo) 
+ [/31 (So) + (3lL (so)(Ui - uo) + l)~(so)(vi - I10)]Xi + ei 
i=1, ... ,58 (4.3) 
where Yi is the observed value of water content at location Si, the location of all 
data points i = 1, ... ,58, 1:i the clay content, j3k (so),(3f(so), ,(3k(SO) for k = 0,1 
are the unknown parameters at the regression point at location So, (Ui' Vi) denotes 
the location of the i-th point and ei rv rv(O, £). :\Ioclel (4.3) was fitted to 
WO l 
the data using weighted regression centered on each observation point. A fixed 
Gaussian kernel was used to define the weights associated with each observation 
and bandwidth was selected based on the cross validation criterion. The model 
was fitted for a range of bandwidths and the resulting CV scores calculated. The 
CV scores are plotted against bandwidth in Figure 4.12 to provide guidance with 
bandwidth selection. FroIll this figure it lllay be s(~cn that an optimal value for 
bandwidth exists, with a much clearer minimum CV score than in the case of 
G\VR. The bandwidth corresponding to the minimum CV score was calculated 
as 30.69 m, again using the optim routine in R. This optimal bandwidth is much 
larger than the one calculated in the case of G\VR and the reason for this cannot 
readily be explained. 
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Figure 4.12: Variation in CV score with bandwidth for the LLGWR model using a 
Gaussian kernel. The minimum CV score exists for a bandwidth of approximately 
30m. 
Parameter estimates were obtained using observation points as the regression 
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of the estimated model parameters at the 58 observation point locations are 
presented in Table 4.5. The individual parameters were tested for significance 
using a pseudo t-test. The proportions of cases for which each of the hypotheses 
Ho: fh = 0 vs. HA : /3k =/: 0 
H . p" = 0 o· k vs. HA : J~ =/: 0 
H . p" - 0 o· k- vs. HA : Pk =/: 0 for k = 0,1 
are rejected at the 5% significance level are sumlllarised in Table 4.6. The 
parameter /30 was found to be significantly diilerent from zero at all of the 
locations and PI was found to be significant ly different from zero at 91 % of 
the locations. The parameter /31' was found to be nonsignificant at all of the 
locations, PO' and Pi' were found to be significant at approximately a third of the 
locations and (38 was found to be significant at just over half of the locations. 
It thus appears worthwhile to include the linear extension. The model has an 
AICr value of -348.12 and a Residual Sums of Squares (RSS) value of 0.005. 
The effective degrees of freedom for the model are 45.46. 
Parameter /10 p" 0 /18 ;31 {Jr /11' 
1\Iinimull1 0.133071 -0.001360 0.000438 0.001620 -0.000120 -0.000120 
Lower quartile 0.170441 -0.000434 0.000699 0.003091 -0.000085 -0.000020 
1\Iedian 0.193142 0.000746 0.000781 0.003459 -0.000052 -0.000016 
Upper quartile 0.170441 0.000434 0.000699 0.003091 -0.000085 -0.000020 
1\ I axi n llllll 0.247656 0.002440 0.001187 0.005392 0.000036 -0.000004 
Table 4.5: Five-number summary of parameter estimates for model (4.3) 
/30 JI1 . 0 138 /31 13" ' 1 
Proportion of locations where the parameter 
is significantly different to zero l.00 0.38 0.52 0.91 0.33 
Table 4.6: Proportion of locations where the individual parameters in model (4.3) 
were found to be significantly different to zero 
1\Iaps of the estimates of the parameters were produced to illustrate their vari-
ation over space. The sallle grid defined for the GWR lllodel was used and 
model (4.3) was fitted to the data using weighted regression centered on each 
grid point. Parameters were thus estimated at each of the grid points producing 
5000 estimates for each parameter. The estimates of the coefficients as well as 
the standard errors of the estimates from the LLG\VR analysis were mapped us-












4.5 Implementation of LLGWR 35 
are evident for some of the parameters. The 1lonte Carlo method, as detailed 
in Section 2.6, was used to determine whether or not the parameters displayed 
significant non-stationarity. 1000 randomisations of the data were performed and 
the results of the tests of the following hypotheses 
Ho : j3k is stationary across the region of interest vs. 
HA. : ,Sk is non-stationary across the region of interest 
Ho : ,JI: is stationary across the region of interest vs. 
HA. : PI: is non-stationary across the region of interest 
Ho : ,JI is stationary across the region of interest vs. 
H.1 : ,J~' is non-stationary across the region of interest for k = 0, 1 
are presented in Table 4.7. The hypothes were rejected for the parameters Po 
and (31 but not for any of the additional parameters. Thus significant spatial 
non-stationarity exists only in the intercept and clay coefficients and not in 
the linear parameters introduced in the LLGWR model. From Figure 4.13 
(a) it can be se(~n that the intercept codfici('llt has lower estimates located 
in the south-western corner of the field, and higher estimates located in the 
north-western corner, as well as along the south-eastern border of the field. 
From Figure 4.14 (a) it can be seen that the clay coefficient has high estimates 
located in the south-western corner of the field. The standard errors of the 
estimates of both the intercept and clay coefficients as call be seen in Figures 
4.13 (b) and 4.14 (b) respectively are lowest in the center of the field and 
hif!;hest ill the COl'lwrs. Low estimates for the day coefficient an~ located in the 
north-western corner, as well as along the south-eastern border of the field. The 
general trends shown in the maps of the estimates of the intercept and clay co-
efficients from the LLGWR analysis are similar to those from the G\VR analysis 
but the LLG\VR maps show more detailed variation in the estimated coefficients. 
Based on the results of the significance tests of the individual parameters, 
t he coefficient fJr which was fonnd to be not significantly different from zero 
at all locations could be omitted from the model. Furthermore, based on the 
results of the tests for non-stationarity of the parameters, only the intercept and 
clay coefficients were found to be non-stationary over the study area and thus 
a mixed LLGWR model may be fitted whereby the stationary parameters are 
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4.~ Kriging applica tiun 
'" '" 
Fill;llIe 4.18: IIf~ps of (~) /3, ".Jld (b) set/I:;) frum the LL(;\\-R 'lwllysi~ 
4.6 Kriging application 
Kriging is cOlnmoul~ used iu the model liug ~ncl ~n~lysi" of spatial dala. ArC(HS 
(;('{)f,tat,i~t.i"al AwllYHt w~s uS<'cl to p~rform krigi!lg 011 the c:llrreut data ""t ill 
order to pr('(lict wa I ~I CtJnt~!lt at. eadl 01' the oru,.,ly~t ion point I(I('Mions. Krigillg 
on th~ Curreut data ""t is ",;e<l onl.\-' for ~omjlarali\'e jlurposes andlllathemati",ll 
detail" of t.lw kriging model are Ilot presenk~1. The biKing model c~n be Sl)<'~ififlcl 
~ 
(44) 
where z(~;) represe"ts t he v"ln,' of Wfl.t~r conknl at a bjlalial locaticJ!J .'; aud i~ 
all".!o!',on" ttl y, ~t locMion 8, used ill t he regressio" framework . I', rpprf"-Pllts ~n 
unklluwnllleall alld "(5,) reprpSf'nts th~ mndolll el'l'or term. The parametel jJ; 
can he t,fl.ken to hp ronstanl &J is the CaSe of ordinarv kr i!',in!', or it ('~n ind ncle 
\rend terms as is the ('''-'''-' wit,h \llliwrSill kriging. Th~ errur terms d.,;) are ('mTe~ 
iat"d ~ncl ~re des<:ribe-d by a spatial correlat.io" 1'1Indion (~lled R sellliv~riogralll 
(Cres.'i~. 19'X\), Several type.,. of thf'Orpt,ir~1 ""miv~ riograms W~l~ fitted to the 
data and Ii,llo"i n!', Clark!" and Uau~ (1!Y.J 1), the spher;"al model '''''s chW'n. .Ij n 
plliptiral search Iwi!',hbollrhood fpfl.tnnng LO neighbouring jloinlb waS used iL' SUII;-
II;,-"wd h," Chrk~ ~nd Dane (1!Y.J1), OrdiwllY kriging andnlliwrs.'I l kriging with 
linear. quadrati(, ,md (,llhi(' trends ,,-ere p<'rformed (Cr"""ie, I~X\), Cokrill;in!'" t he 
mllltiv~ri~te exlen"io!l of kri,.;in,.; , w,~~ also p"rformed 10 in~orporak d ay co!ltenl 
ill the pm:\inion of w~tN ronlenl (Cres>;ie, 1 !1<J3), The mriolls models fit ted "wp 
"'lIlp~rfl(1 on tlw basis of t,he rool Ille,m ,.qnaJ'e prP<ii( tion prrm (RlIfSJ-'i-:) which 
is d~Jineti "" the sqnare root of t,he Rwmge 'YjU Rl'ed difference.. bet-weeu true ,md 
predicted vahle" at oh,..,rv~t i on point localiol~'. Th~ results of fit.ting thp varimlH 
mod~ls ~ re pre""nted iu Table 4,8 Ill"l fmm the",e it ( '~ 1l 1)<' "'''''' t hM Ih" ordinary 










4.7 Comparative results 39 
R~ISPE 
Ordinary kriging 0.1531 
Universal kriging with: 
linear trend 0.1676 
q71admt'ic [rend 0.1398 
cubic [rend 0.1404 
Ordinary cokriging 0.0127 
Universal cokriging with: 
linear trend 0.0160 
quadmtic trend 0.0139 
cubic tTend 0.0140 
Table 4.8: RMSPE for variouti krigiug modeb fitted to the data 
obtained from this model as well as the standard errors of predictions are mapped 
in Figure 4.19. High values of water content are predicted in the north-westem 
region of the field and low values along the southern border. 
4.7 Comparative results 
A summary of the results on goodness of fit obtained from the analyses of the soil 
science data based on the four models, namely global regression, G\VR, LLG\VR 
and ordinary cokriging, are presented in Table 4.9. The global model, which 
has the lowest R2 value and largest AlCc and RSS values, is clearly inferior to 
the local models in modelling the relationship between water and clay content. 
The LLGWR model has the smallest RSS value, followed by GWR and then 
kriging. Boxplots of the residuals from the four models are presented in Figure 
4.20. It may be seen from these plots that the G\"TR and LLGWR produced 
less extreme residuals compared to the global model indicating that GWR and 
LLG\VR provide better fit to the data and are able to accommodate the spatial 
variation in the observations. The LLGWR model has a smaller AlC" and RSS 
value, and higher R2 value than the G\VR model. It thus appears that the 
introduction of the linear extension provides some improvement to the G\VR 
methodology for this particular example. The data set used in this example is 
however too small to draw many meaningful conclusions. It thus instructive to 
repeat the analyses on a larger data set and the results for such a data set are 
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A Large Data Set taken from 
Geology 
The analysis of a data set taken from geology is presented in this chapter. A 
description of the data is given in Section 5.1. The data are summarized by means 
of graphs and descriptive statistics in Section 5.2. and the global analysis of the 
data by means of ordinary least squares regression is discussed in Section 5.3. 
This is followed by local analyses of the data through the use of GWR, LLGWR 
and kriging techniques presented in Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. A 
summary and comparison of the results obtained from the analyses are given in 
Section 5.7 and comparative results based on a validation data set are presented 
in Section 5.8. 
5.1 Data 
The data set used in the present study, termed the Jura data set, was taken from 
the book by Goovaerts (1997). The topsoil of a 14.5 km2 region near La Chaux-
dc-Fonds in the Jura J\Iountains, Switzerland, was surveyed by the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology. The soil was sampled at 359 locations and the concentra-
tions of seven heavy metals, namely cadmium, cobalt, chromium, copper, nickel, 
lead and zinc, were measured at 25 cm depths at each location. The concen-
trations of the heavy metals are expressed in parts per million, i.e. milligrams 
of metal per kilogram of soil. In addition, rock type (Argovian, Kimmeridgian, 
Sequanimn, Portlandian, Quaternary) and land use (forest, pasture, mcadow, 
tillage) were recorded for each location. In the present study, 259 data points 
were randomly chosen from the entire data set and these comprise a training set 
used in the model building process. The remaining 100 data points formed the 
validation set. The locations at which data were recorded are shown in Figure 
5.1. The aim of the analysis is to model the relationship between the concentra-
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5.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 45 
Rock type 
The spatial distribution of rock type is shown in Figure 5.3. Argovian rock forma-
tions are found at locations furthest north and furthest south of the study region. 
Sequanian rock formations occm mostly in the west of the region and Quater-
nary rock formations occur mostly in the northern half of the region. Sampled 
locations in the middle of the study region arc dominated by Kimmeridgian rock 
formations and there are only 4 sampled locations in total with Portlandian rock 
formations. The frequencies of OCCUlTencc of t.he different rock types arc shown 
in Table 5.2. Over 60% of the locations consist of Kimmeridgian and Sequanian 
rock formations. Quaternary and Argovian each represent roughly 20% of the 
locations and Portlandian represents only 1.5% of the locations. 
Rock type Frequency Frequency(%) 
Argovian 47 18.15 
Kimmeridgian 88 33.98 
Sequanian 70 27.03 
Portlandian 4 1.54 
Quaternary 50 19.31 
Table 5.2: Frequencies of occmrence of rock types 
5.2.2 Continuous variables 
Histograms of the metal concentrations expressed in parts per million for each 
metal are depicted in Figme 5.4. The histograms of cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu), 
lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn) are positively skewed indicating some particularly large 
concentrations of these heavy metals. The histograms of cobalt (Co), chromium 
(Cr) and nickel (Ni) are reasonably symmetrical. Descriptive statistics of the 
concentrations of each metal are given in Table 5.3. Based on the cocflicicnt of 
variation, the metals with the most relative variation in concentration are copper 
(Cu), cadmium (Cd) and lead (Pb). The spatial distributions of the metals are 
mapped in Figme 5.5. The maps were created using ArcGIS Spatial Analyst soft-
ware (ESRI, 2005) implementing the natural neighbour interpolation technique, 
which is a weighted moving average technique allowing for easier visualisation 
of the spatial distributions of the metals. From these maps it can be seen that 
the area of investigation has mostly low concentrations of cadmium (Cd), copper 
(Cu), lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn) with a few smaller regions for which the concen-
trations of these metals are high. The area is dominated by mostly mid-range to 
high concentration values of chromium (Cr) with a few small regions consisting 
of low concentrations of chromium. The distributions of cobalt (Co) and nickel 
(Ni) are fairly similar with both metals having large areas of mid-range values 
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5.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 47 
Cr Cel Co Cu 7\Ti Pb Zn 
1\lillimum 3.320 0.195 1.552 3.552 1.980 18.680 25.000 
1\ledian 35.000 1.100 9.960 17.0-10 20.600 -16.000 72.080 
1\ Iaxinnun 67.600 4.495 20.600 166.400 -13.680 300.000 192.000 
1\lean 35.113 1.279 9.519 22.9-17 19.933 53.639 75.029 
Std deviation 10.605 0.825 3.581 21.2-17 7.903 30.406 28.550 
Coeff. of variatioll 0.302 0.645 0.376 0.926 0.396 0.567 0.381 
Skewness 0.209 1.380 -0.181 3.013 -0.007 3.356 0.907 
Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics of concentrations of metals in ppm 
Cr Co Cd 
J :Lilll f ~~A I :~L 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
o 20 40 60 o 5 10 15 20 o 1 234 
Concentration(ppm) Concentration(ppm) Concentration(ppm) 
Cu Ni Pb 
! ;~L f ;~m1l I ;rL 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
o 50 100 150 o 10 20 30 40 o 100 200 300 
Concentration(ppm) Concentration(ppm) Concentration(ppm) 
Zn 
I:~L 
I I I I 
50 100 150 200 
Concentration(ppm) 
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:;,2 Explomlory Data AIHdy,is ·10 
Cr Cd C~ Cu 'Ii Ph 7:n 
Cr I OliO 1)~ 1l I) ~>(J 11.7:J IJ.21 r).GJ 
Cd I),GI) I I) 'j.1 0.1 .( O. · l ~ 11.21 I).W 
Co 0.18 11 ,1.1 1 0.17 11 .7,) 0.11 11.1" 
~;,' 0.20 II,U rUi 1 
, 11.22 O.!!) 0.1)1 . n.nl I\i on 1I,4M II 7[, 1 li.2n 0.1i2 
Ph O.~ l 11 ,21 111.1 o i!l IUIi 1 0.1i2 
~zi; f---ITi~1 (J,(fi r 11K:'> -0,1i 1 (),L~ l1 .u2 -~ 
Table Ci A: Cone!ation matrix for t he concentrations of IllPulis 
The relationshiPfl bet"'f'f'n t.he ronlinuous "'.riahi"", ar~ 'lua1l1.ifi<:<i by lheir co]'-
rda tioIlS "oS ~i v('Jl iu Table 5,,1. Th" nhlioIlShir::.< l,dw('<'Il thl' mriabk'S aw ,t!.so 
ShOW Il !,;mphi('allv hy IlleaIlS of" trellis plot with a ll the variables plo((ed a~njllSl 
each otlwr in the llwtri;: of OICa lt ~rplot s giwn in Figll!'''' 'd;. T h", nw\,a!s lllCt>t 
SHOll!,;l" ('olTehkd with chrom; nllj arc Illckd. Zi Il~ and c,-~ lJlj ; nJlj 










5.3 Global analysis 51 
Coefficient Estimate Std Error of estimate p-value 
1'0 12.185 1.386 < 0.001 
,31 7.082 1.342 < 0.001 
,32 3.510 1.156 < 0.001 
1'3 0.766 2.604 0.769 
,34 3.947 0.558 < 0.001 
,35 0.708 0.058 < 0.001 
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Figure 5.7: Plot of residuals against fitted values from the global model 
A nonnal QQ plot of the residuals, defined as ei = Yi - Yi for i = 1. ... ,259 where 
Yi are the observed values of chromium concentration and y, the fitted values from 
model (5.1), is shO\vn in Figure 5.7 (a) and a plot of the residuals against the fitted 
values is shO\vn in Figure 5.7 (b). From Figure 5.7(a) there does not appear to be 
sewre departures from normality with most points falling close to the line except 
for the extremes. The points appear to be fairly randomly spaced in the plot 
given by Figure 5. 7(b). The spatial distribution of the residuals shO\\"11 in Figure 
.S.8 howe\'er, appears to be non-random with a cluster of large negative residuals 
located in the east of the study region and some large positive residuals located 
in the south-west. A plot of the standardised residuals which is useful for outlier 
detection in presented is Figure 5.9. Generally standardised residuals which are 
greater than 2 in absolute value are considered to be potential outliers. From this 
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5.3 G 10 hal analysis 
5.3.1 Global model 
Various multiple regression models were fitted to the data with the aim of iden-
tifying the most important explanatory variables, and finding the best global 
model. Dummy variables were created for the categorical variables, namely land 
use and rock type. Rock type has 5 levels (Argovian, Kimmeridian, Sequanium, 
Portlandian, Quaternary) and thus 4 binary dummy variables were created \vith 
ArgoYian chosen as the base level. The dummy yariables are assigned a value of 
one when an observation is a member of a specific category, and zero otherwise. 
The case whereby all dummy variables are assigned a value of zero implies that 
the base leyel holds. Land use has 4 levels (forest, pasture, meadow, tillage) 
and thus 3 binary dummy variables were created with forest chosen as the base 
leyel. Transformations of the continuous independent yariables were considered 
but found to be unnecessary. Forward stepwise, backward stepwise as well as all 
subsets regression procedures were performed using the Statistica package (Stat-
soft, Inc., 2006) and several possible models ('onsidered. The final model was 
chosen in keeping \vith the principle of parsimony and is not necessarily the best 
model in terms of haying the highest explanatory or predicti\'e power. The model 
chosen on this basis is 
Yi = Po + P1L2i + P2 L3i + P3 L4i + t34 Cdi + P5 Ni i + ei 
i = L ... ,259 (5.1 ) 
where Yi is the concentration in parts per million (ppm) of chromium, L2i , L3i and 
L4i are dummy variables indicating the land type, Cdi is the concentration in ppm 
of cadmium, N ii the concentration in ppm of nickel and ei an independent and 
random error term. The model was fitted and the parameter estimates obtained, 
their standard errors and their p-values from the t-tests of the hypotheses, 
for k = 0, .... 5 
are presented in the Table 5.5. The t-tests are based on the assumptions that the 
error terms are normally distributed and have constant \'ariance however, t-tests 
are robust to deviations from those assumptions. The fit provided by the model 
is significant and the model has an R2 value of 65% thus providing an adequate 
fit to data. The AlC for the model is 1698.34, and Residual Sums of Squares 
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[)0 Glohal "nalysis 
17l, In, 181, 2l(j, 154,200 And 234 Tlw impAd of thes~ ohS<'rvation" on th ~ 
au&ly"is was in,.esti~a.t{~l and it WUh ,l!x'id"d to [et&in them in the remainder of 
the study as delcling them made lit(l~ difference to the rcsults 
5_3.3 Glohallllodels fitted Qvpr q lladraut s 
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Fignr~ 5.111: Thp distri h1J\iOll of rh romium di,;d",J im 0 4 qnAdr"nt" 
Model {c..I) "-M fitted separately to the data for ea~h quadrant allowing A simplp 
way of ,,,---;,;.,,,;sin!': whether or !lot th,. rdationship JIloddhl b<·tw{~'n the ,'on,'("ll-
tration of chromium and the independent variE'.bk", is likely to be stationary OWl' 
spac(", Dill'"",,n! model" cOl1 ld havp hfl!'n titted for pach ql1adrant. Howew[ tli,. 
'best ' modeL namel~' that identified in SKtio" 5.0,1, wa,,; filted to e&m quadrant 
mul l1s",l througho\ll th~ rpmaindpr of Ihp anA.lysis. Resnlt" of Ih" Illultiple re-
!,:Ic&;iO!l models fit ted ~eparately for ""ch quadrant ar" presented in Table 5,li, 
Examination oftl!esp msnlts rpwals somp diffNPnres in the pammelN est imAt,,,, 
a~[(= the diff"r"nt quaJra!lt~. For exampl", the ("",timale of th(" intercept codE-
ciPnt is ml1ch lowpr in qu"dran! ~ than in the oth~r qnadrants. " nd til<' c<)eHirient 
for Cd is n~gative in <juadnmts 2 and 4 and f'O"itiw in quadrants I and 3. Thp 
models fi((oo t" lhe data in quadmnts 2 &nd 4 provided ~o{}d fit~ with [{' ,alues 
of over 8iflc whilp the model" fill(~1 10 the dat" in <j1Jadmnt,' I and .1 provid{~l 
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Quadrant1 Quadrant2 Quadrant3 Quadrant4 
72j 110 64 36 49 
Intercept ,30 14.129 12.030 11.375 8.496 
(1.509) (2.626) (5.595) (2.105) 
L2 /)1 -2.436 NA -3.748 -1.989 
(2.223) NA (3.032) (1.328) 
L3 /32 -0.456 -10.115 4.095 2.587 
(1.510) (2.622) (2.868) (2.436) 
L4 133 NA NA 0.961 3.236 
NA NA (5.317) (3.871 ) 
Cd ;14 5.691 -9.017 4.145 -2.137 
(1.040) (4.101) (1.228) (1.049) 
Ni /35 0.822 2.385 0.847 1.273 
(0.151) (0.493) (0.257) (0.078) 
R2 0.579 0.802 0.608 0.867 
Table 5.6: Results from separate regressions for each quadrant where 72j (j = 
1. ... ,4) is the number of data points in each quadrant. The standard errors of 
the estimates are given in brackets. NA indicates that there are no data for those 
categories. 
that the parameters are not stationary over space and that a global model is in-
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5.4 Application of GWR 
G\VR analysis was performed on the training data set using the programs written 
in the language R and presented in Appendix B. The weighted regression model 
for an observation point at Si and centered on a regression point at So, as defined 
in equation (2.3) is given by 
Yi = 80 (so) + ;31 (so)L2i + (32 (SO)L3i + /'33 (SO)L4i + (34(so)Cd i + ;35(So)Nii + ei 
i = L ... ,259 (5.2) 
where Yi is the observed concentration in parts per million (ppm) of chromium at 
location Si, L2i , L3i and L4i are dummy variables indicating the land type, Cdi 
is the concentration in ppm of cadmium, Nii the concentration in ppm of nickel, 
8i (so) for i = 0, ... ,5 are unknown parameters at location So and ei "-' rv(O, ::i)' 
where 1L'Oi denotes the weight given to the observed point which is a function 
of the distance of that point from the regression point. }'lodel (5.2) was fitted 
to the data using weighted regression centered on each observation point i for 
i = L ... ,259. The model was fitted using a fixed Gaussian kernt'l with various 
possible values of bandwidth and the resulting CV scores calculated. The CV 
scores are plotted against bandwidth in Figure 5.11 to provide some guidance 
with band,vidth selection. From Figure 5.11 it may be seen that a minimum CV 
score exists for a bandv.;idth of approximately 0.8 km. This value for band,vidth 
was calculated more accurately as 0.758 km using the routine opt im in R. 
a a a 
0 a 
0 a 
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Figure 5.11: Variation in CV score with band\vidth using a Gaussian kernel. The 
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Coefficient (30 /31 /32 .33 ;34 35 
1Iinimum 5.7294 -1.5585 -6.8697 -9.4150 -0.5547 0.4047 
Lower quartile 8.5662 3.7891 0.6242 -2.9800 2.8221 0.7022 
11edian 10.4503 4.8648 2.2714 -0.7662 4.1491 0.7948 
G pper quartile 15.1034 5.3904 3.3006 2.2019 5.1795 0.9574 
1Iaximum 23.4809 7.5055 7.5708 7.6595 8.0702 1.2082 
Table 5.7: Fi\'e-number summary of parameter estimates from model (5.2) 
Five-number summaries of the estimated model parameters at the 259 observation 
point locations are given in Table 5.7. The individual parameters may be tested 
for significance using a pseudo t-test. The proportions of cases for v,;hich the 
hypothesis 
Ho : (3k = 0 vs. HA : 13k i= 0 for k = 0, ... ,5 
is rejected at the 5% significance level are summarised in Tahle 5.8. All the param-
eters were found to be significantly different from zero at most of the locations, 
except for t he coefficient a,ssocia,tcd with L4i which was founel to be significa,nt 
at only 187c of the locations. The model has an Alec value of 1640.801 and a 
Residual Sums of Squares (RSS) value of 5522.68. The effective degrees of free-
dom for the model are 199.304. 
/30 31 ;32 th 34 /35 
Proportion of locations where parameter 
is significantly different to zero 1.00 0.8 0.53 0.18 0.9 1.00 
Table 5.8: Proportion oflocations where the individual parameters in model (5.2) 
were found to be significantly different to zero. 
The main output of a G\VR analysis is a set of local parameter estimates that 
can be mapped to show how the model parameters change over space. A grid of 
70 x 80 equally spaced points was defined over the study region. The grid is defined 
as the smallest rectangle enclosing the study region. 1Iodel (5.2) was fitted 
to the data using weighted regression centered on each grid point. Parameters 
were thus estimated at each of the grid points producing 5600 estimates for each 
parameter over space. These estimates as well as the standard errors of the 
estimates were mapped using ArcGIS software and are presented in Figures 5.12 
to 5.14. Spatial variations are evident in all parameter estimates. The Monte 
Carlo method described in Section 2.6 was used to determine whether or not the 
parameters displayed significant non-stationarity. 1000 randomisations of the 
data were performed and the results used for testing the hypothesis 
Ho : 13k is stationary across the region of interest vs. 
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are pr,,"cut.('d ill Tahle 5.9. FrOlll Ihe ... re""ll" it ('ml be ""'''' t.hat paralllf'tms .fJo, 
thf' intercept. 3,. Lh", L'O€ffid",n\ of Cd ancl3,. th", L'O€fiid",nl of Hi exhibit spatial 
nOl,-"tatiOllarit,y, alt hongl1 I h"",, rf'"ull" m" olllv "ignifiCfl.lll. at thp 1 0% I~wl . From 
hgur", 5.12 (aj it C"all IJ€ S('<"n that the IOWCbl '"alLIes for i~, are located along the 
ef~"t.ern hordpr ofthp r~gion and 11ig11..,;t val"..,; ill th~ soml1 a" ".,,11 if; in tlw wffit. 
Th", 5tandard enol'S of ) " are hig!lCbt ill the tOl'll€rS of the ''l''gion and along the 
wpM,"rIl hordpr a" ~an IJP s<"<'n in flgurp ,~.12 (I»). From Figur~ 5.1:3 {aj it can 
be S<~'" thai the highe'" \oilne," for (J .. nre located ill the middle of the regioll a" 
w~11 is in thf' 8Outh-"'f'8t with low valu.." locatfl<[ in thp llorth-"'~8t"'rn L'Orn".- of 
the region. The "tlU,clmd errom of ,\ ,~, "h"'\'Il ill Fignre ,~,l,) (b) arp 11igl1pm 
along thp nOlthelll bOldl"r of thp region and ill the wnth-eflSt",rn l'onler of the 
region, The highe'" valne" for i\ are io"at<x[ ill the north-west of thp ''''gion a" 
ClIll I)" """,ll in Fign'''' 5.14 {a j and th" highf',;;t vahlf'S for the standa.rd errors of.''I,; 
are Iottltffi along the w,,,[ern border and in the llorlh-we"tefIl and 'lOmh-el!>;tern 
corner" of th" rpgion, Tlw copffid"n ts for L-;., L-:J and {,. an" 8tatiolla.-y and h",nce 
the:;e pal'ametef8 may b", moclelj,,,d M giobalptlrtlm",tl"r' in a mixed GWn lUO,I€i. 
Param~t.pr Yariablf' p-valllf' 
/:10 Irn,,,rc"pt. O .O~4 
/3] r2 0999 
/'1, L:< 0,510 
/)3 L, O.2D:l 
,,-14 Cd 0.075 
/3,; .vi 0 .086 
Table 5.9: l>1f)nle ('arlo 1em, for l~l]l-"tm.ionarity 
---.. ~ ,~ . . ~ . .,~ 
", 
,. " . .... ~ ... .. .. ~ ... 
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5.5 Implementation of LLGWR 
LLG\VR analysis ,vas performed using programs written in the language R given 
in Appendix C. The weighted regression model for an observation point at loca-
tion Si and centered on a regression point at So, as defined in equation (3.6), is 
given by 
Yi =l3~(so) + l3;(SO)L2i + ,l3;(SO)L3i + f3~(so)L4i + 3~(so)Cdi + f3~(so)Nii + ei 
i = 1, ... ,259 (5.3) 
'v here 
for k = 0,1, ... ,5 and for each observation i = 1, ... ,259, are unknown param-
eters at location So, Yi is the observed concentration in parts per million (ppm) 
of chromium at location Si, L2i , L3i and L4i are dummy variables indicating the 
land type, C di is the concentration in ppm of cadmium, N ii the concentration 
in ppm of nickeL and ei rv rv(O, :':i)' where U'Oi denotes the weight given to 
the observed point which is a function of the distance of that point from the 
regression point. ~Iodel (5.3) was fitted to the data using weighted regression 
centered on each observation point i for i = 1, ... ,259. A fixed Gaussian kernel 
was used to define the weights associated with each ooselTatioll and bandv/idth 
was selected based on the cross validation criterion. The model was fitted ,vith a 
range of band,vidths and the resulting CV scores calculated. The CV scores are 
plotted against bandwidth in Figure 5.15 to provide some guidance with band-
\\'idth selection. From Figure 5.15 it may be seen that a minimum CV score 
exists for a bandwidth of close to 2km. The bandwidth resulting in the minimum 
CV score was calculated more accurately as 1.84 km. The optimal bandwidth for 
LLG\VR is approximately bvice that calculated in the case of G\VR but there 
is no immediate explanation for this. The model has an AlCc value of 1603.186 
and a Residual Sums of Squares (RSS) value of 6566.525. The effective degrees 
of freedom for the model are 221.69. 
A fi,oe-number summary of the estimated model parameters at the 259 obsenoation 
point locations are given in Table 5.10. The individual parameters may be tested 
for significance using a pseudo t-test. The proportions of cases for ,vhich the 
hypotheses 
H 0 : (J k = 0 vs. H A : fA =/: 0 
Ho : 13~ = 0 vs. HA : 13k =/: 0 
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Figure 5.15: Variation in CV score with band\vidth using a Gaussian kernel. The 
minimum CV score exists for a bandwidth of approximately 1.8km. 
are rejected at the 5% significance level are summarised in Table 5.11 along \vith 
the results of the t'llonte Carlo method detailed in Section 2.6 used to test the 
hypotheses 
Ho : .3k is stationary across the region of interest \'s. 
HA : ;3k is non-stationary across the region of interest 
Ho : 3;: is stationary across the region of interest vs. 
HA : 3;: is non-stationary across the region of interest 
Ho : .3~ is stationary across the region of interest vs. 
HA : 3~' is non-stationary across the region of interest for k = 0, ... ,5. 
From Table 5.11 it can be seen that some of the additional parameters were 
found to be significantly different to zero at more than half of the locations, 
namely 30, 3f and ;35' , thus suggesting that the inclusion of the linear extension 
may be \\'orthwhile. Some of the parameters were found to be non-significant at 
most locations and hence the model may be re-fittcd ('xcluding these parameters. 
Results of the l\lonte Carlo test revealed that four of the parameters, ,30 , /34, ,35 
and 35' displayed significant non-stationarity. Thus a mixed LLGWR model may 
be implemented in which the stationary parameters are modelled globally and 
the non-stationary parameters modelled locally. The estimates of the parameters 
t}lat A v,ere f~und to be significantly different to zero and non-stationary, namely 
30 . 34 and 35 as well as their standard errors were mapped in order to illustrate 
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Variable t-dinimum Lower quartile rvledian lJ pper quartile t-.laximum 
30 1 3.499 7.477 12.152 16.158 19.435 
/30 (Vi ~ vo) -6.626 -5.384 -4.771 -3.392 0.092 
0v , 0 (Vi ~ vo) -3.970 -1.920 -1.021 -0.635 2.444 
31 L2 -2.488 3.695 4.207 4.636 8.460 
3r (Vi ~ VO)L2 -2.973 -0.367 -0.024 0.481 0.884 
[ir (Vi ~ VO)L2 -0.897 0.418 0.681 1.466 5.306 
/32 L3 -6.541 -0.594 1.620 2.300 4.296 
(J~ (vi~uo)L3 -5.895 -1.494 -0.431 0.173 0.792 
rJv . 2 (Vi ~ VO)L3 -0.638 0.569 1.408 3.155 5.099 
33 L4 -9.155 -3.518 -0.378 1.682 6.362 
33 (Ui ~ VO)L4 -4.782 -0.501 0.003 0.395 0.645 
[it' 
3 (Vi ~ vo)L4 -0.151 1.750 2.692 3.923 5.241 
34 Cd -2.549 2.168 4.430 5.506 6.419 
3y (Ui ~ uo)Cd -3.380 -2.844 -2.452 -1.958 -0.364 
13} (Vi ~ vo)Cd 0.406 0.935 1.191 1.329 1.686 
35 .Vi 0.510 0.749 0.852 1.101 1.383 
35 (Vi ~ uo).Vi -0.052 0.189 0.260 0.287 0.332 
J~. (Vi ~ vo)."Vi -0.245 -0.062 -0.031 0.039 0.105 
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Variable Proportion of locations where parameter p-values from 
is significantly different to zero ~Ionte Carlo test 
60 1 0.96 0.028 
/30 (Ui - uo) 0.66 0.329 
/30' (Vi - vo) 0.03 0.441 
/31 L2 0.67 0,897 
3r (Ui - UO)L2 0.00 0.748 
(3v 
1 (Vi - Vo) L2 0.00 0,529 
62 L3 0.14 0,504 
13~ (Ui - UO)L3 0.07 0.319 
/3~) (Vi - VO)L3 0.18 0,134 
;33 L4 0.00 0.433 
(3u 
3 (Ui - UO)L4 0,00 0.706 
133 CUi - UO)L4 0.00 0.449 
134 Cd 0.81 0,004 
a~ (11i - uo)Cd 0.83 0.473 
3l' (Vi - vo)Cd 0.45 0.814 
3-
" 
V' c z 1.00 0.002 
35 (Ui - uo)Ni 0.79 0.103 
J~' 
" 
(Vi - vo)Ni 0.07 0.038 
Table 5.11: Results of significance test of individual parameters in model (5,3) 
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were performed. Cokriging incorporating cadmium and nickel in the prediction 
of chromium was also performed. The results of the various models are presented 
in Table 5.12. From these results it can be seen that the ordinary cokriging model 
was the best in terms of having the smallest Root ~Iean Square Prediction Error 
(R~ISPE). Predicted values of chromium obtained from this model as \vell as the 
standard errors of predictions are mapped in Figure 5.19. From Figure 5.19 (a) 
it can be seen that high values of chromium concentration are predicted in the 
north-eastern and south-western regions. 
R~ISPE 
Ordinary kriging 7.5650 
Universal kriging with: 
linear trend 20.6400 
quadratic trend 9.7010 
cubic trend 109.6000 
Ordinary cokriging 5.4760 
"Cniversal cokriging \vith: 
linear trend 6.0680 
quadratic trend 6.8970 
cubic trend 201.2000 
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Fi",nre ,),19: l..rap, of (a) Pr~nict~d valuf':l of chromium con~lllralioll and (b) 
Standard ~rrors of prffiktioIl" from ordillary eokri",iIli\ model 
5.7 Comparative results for tl'ailliug data set 
The r"",Hi t.s 011 I-\oodl"''' of fi t obtained from th~ 6n"ly9!'S has<' d on th~ fonr 
lllodek lIaTllf' lv global r~gT"""ion G\\'R, LLGWR and ordiIla.l'y cokri",in"" <lw 
summari>Jed and pres"Ilt,xl ill TaLle ,'j, L1, The glohal mo(l~l hi", tb~ largf'St Arc 
and RSS val",,,, and heJl(:~ i, illwrior to th~ l oc~.1 models in modelling tl, ~ rela-
tiOll,hip Iwtwffn chromium and ,h~ eXplaIla!Or~' "ariaLl,,,, , The GW l1 lllodel h~-, 
,h ~ lOWC!it RSS mlu,,,, follo,,~,d by LLCWR ann tb AlI th~ krigi llg mod~l Box-
plot, of tll<' rpsiduals from ,h~ four models are pH",,,,,!e'] ill Fii\l1w ,),2(j, From 
the>;!" plots it may Le S(UI tha t that Ib ~ G\\'R ~lld LLCWR mon Als producPd Ips." 
~"lrpmp rf'Si duals compMI"d to the global alld kri",ing IllOdels, ()\~,rall tl", C\Yll 
mod el s(~'Il1'; 10 b ~ thp b""t mOl.wl as it has tl,P highest R" "a!ue <lmllowC!it AlC, 
ann I1SS valu('S, Based OIl lhe>Je result " it dOl'" llol ~.pp"ar '"' il th" intronlletioll 
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hlethod Alec R2 RSS 
Global 1698.34 6.5% 10119.4.5 
G\VR 1640.80 80.10% 5.522.68 
LLG\VR 164.5.29 77.36% 6.566 . .52 
Ordinary cokriging - - 7766.92 
Table .5.13: Comparative results of the four models for the training data set. 
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5.8 Results of the validation data set 68 
5.8 Results of the validation data set 
In order to compare the models in terms of prediction capability, 100 observations 
were excluded from the model calibration and these formed the validation data 
set. The global model identified as having the best fit to the training data, given 
by equation (5.1), was used to predict the concentration of chromium at the 
100 locations of the validation set using the knmvn \'alues of the explanatory 
variables at those locations. In the cases of G\VR and LLG\VR, the models 
given by equation (5.2) and equation (5.3) respectively, were fitted to the data 
using weighted regression centered on each validation point and using the values 
for the band\vidth \vhich were found to provide an optimal fit to the training 
data. Parameters were thus estimated at each validation point and since values 
of the explanatory variables are known at those locations, the concentration of 
chromium at these locations may be predicted. Plots of predicted chromium 
values against observed chromium values for each model are presented in Figure 
5.21. From these plots it can be seen that the G\VR and LLG\VR models provide 
better fits compared to the global and kriging models. The residuals from the 
four models were calculated and boxplots of the residuals are presented in Figure 
5.22. From these plots it is evident that the residuals from the G\VR and LLG\VR 
models are less variable relative to the global and kriging models. The RSS values 
defined as 
100 
RSS = 2:)Yi - fJi)2 
k=l 
where Yi is the observed value of chromium and ih is the predicted value of 
chromium from the validation data set, were calculated for each model and pre-
sented in Table 5.14. These results indicate that the G\\'R model is the best 
performing model in terms of predicting the concentration of chromium and that 
the linear extension does not seem to provide any improwment to the G\VR 
model. The kriging model, with the highest RSS value was the the poorest 
model in terms of predicting the chromium concentration. 
I I Global I GWR j LLG\VR Ordinary cokriging 
I RSS I 7806.91 I 4735.53 I 5212.64 9.156.24 
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Figure 5.21: Plots of predicted against observed values of chromium from OLS, 
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Main aims achieved 
In this study, the background to spatial regression modelling and its de-
velopment has been explored. The more recently developed technique of 
Geographically \Veighted Regression (G\VR), which has been \videly used III 
the analysis of spatial data across various disciplines, has been expressed in 
statistical terms. The G\VR model has been noted as being a varying-coefficient 
model in which the coefficients vary as functions of location. 
A ne\v idea of extending the G\VR model has been proposed, the aim of 
the extension being to increase parameter flexibility and to capture more of the 
variation in spatial data set. The extended model, termed Local Linear G\VR 
(LLG\\'R) has been shown to be easily formulated and has the advantage of 
being fitted in the same way as the G\VR modC'!. 
The feasibility aud effectiveness of LLG\\'R has been examined for two 
data sets, a small data set taken from soil science and a large data set taken 
from geology. It has been shown that the LLG\\'R technique is straightforward 
to implement. Programs have been v,Titten in the language R to perform G\VR 
and LLG\\'R, and are supplied. The only drawback of the LLG\\TR model is the 
large number of parameters. It may be possible however, to reduce this number 
of parameters by fitting a mixed LLG\\'R model whereby stationary parameters 
are modelled globally, and only the non-stationary parameters are modelled 
locally. 
The results produced from the two sets of analyses were conflicting, with 
the small data set showing some evidence of an improwment in using LLG\VR 
model owr the G\VR model, but the large data set showing no improvement. 
The lack of improvement in the case of the large data set may well be due to the 











that the nature of the variability of the regre::;sion coefficients in the two data 
sets fayour different models. It is thus arguable as to ,vhether the extension to 
the GWR model is worthwhile and further investigation is required. 
Recommendations and future work 
Local Linear Geographically \Veighted Regression (LLG\VR) is easy to 
implement and it may add value in the analysis of certain data sets and can 
be easily included in the GWR repertoire. Further inYestigation involving 
the analysis of more data sets is required, particularly data sets which show 
strong non-stationarity. An investigation into ~1ixed LLG\\'R models \vhereby 
stationary parameters are modelled globally and non-stationary parameters 
modelled locally is also required. Furthermore, the LLG\VR model may be 
extended to Poisson regression models for count data as :\ akaya, Fotheringham, 
Bnmsdon and Charlton (2005) have dmvn for GWR, but this is beyond the 
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Soil Science Data 
u v Water Clay 
0.0000 0.0000 0.2205 15.40 
6.2500 0.0000 0.2352 19.20 
12.5000 0.0000 0.2430 17.60 
18.7500 0.0000 0.2251 17.70 
25.0000 0.0000 0.2436 17.40 
37.5000 0.0000 0.2410 17.70 
10.9375 3.1250 0.2038 13.40 
17.1875 3.1250 0.2328 18.40 
23.4375 3.1250 0.2290 17.30 
29.6875 3.1250 0.2400 17.10 
6.2500 6.2500 0.2301 18.10 
34.3750 6.2500 0.2587 19.40 
17.1875 9.3750 0.2462 21.50 
12.5000 12.5000 0.2499 20.70 
25.0000 12.5000 0.2621 25.00 
7.8125 15.6250 0.2432 19.50 
3.1250 18.7500 0.2433 21.50 
4.6875 21.8750 0.2655 19.40 
0.0000 25.0000 0.2558 19.20 
12.5000 25.0000 0.2704 22.00 
18.7500 25.0000 0.2740 24.00 
31.2500 25.0000 0.2610 23.00 
37.5000 25.0000 0.2560 22.50 
4.6875 28.1250 0.2363 15.30 
10.9375 28.1250 0.2767 21.40 
3.1250 31.2500 0.2807 26.60 
9.3750 37.5000 0.3017 29.90 










u v \Vater Clay 
25.0000 37.5000 0.2786 24.80 
3.1250 43.7500 0.2969 28.90 
7.8125 46.8750 0.2946 24.70 
14.0625 46.8750 0.2876 27.00 
20.3125 46.8750 0.2909 27.60 
0.0000 50.0000 0.2661 24.20 
12.5000 50.0000 0.3063 32.00 
25.0000 50.0000 0.2685 26.00 
31.2500 50.0000 0.2740 20.70 
37.5000 50.0000 0.2389 24.40 
7.8125 53.1250 0.3025 25.50 
14.0625 53.1250 0.3136 26.80 
3.1250 56.2500 0.2991 26.00 
18.7500 56.2500 0.2691 23.60 
21.8750 56.2500 0.3077 32.90 
12.5000 62.5000 0.2912 22.80 
15.6250 62.5000 0.2936 24.30 
10.9375 65.6250 0.2672 22.00 
3.1250 68.7500 0.2922 28.20 
18.7500 68.7500 0.3023 25.60 
21.8750 68.7500 0.2893 22.70 
34.3750 68.7500 0.2341 16.00 
1.5625 71.8750 0.2868 20.70 
7.8125 71.8750 0.3033 23.50 
14.0625 71.8750 0.2999 26.50 
29.6875 71.8750 0.2856 29.50 
0.0000 75.0000 0.2957 26.90 
12.5000 75.0000 0.3053 25.70 
25.0000 75.0000 0.2800 20.10 
37.5000 75.0000 0.2554 19.80 
.. 
Table A.l: Data comprIsmg water content(cm3/cm3 ), 













########################### BETA FUNCTION ########################### 
#Beta function calculates betas, y-hats, RSS, R-2, sig-2, effective # 
#degrees of freedom, AIC and AIC_c for the GWR model # 
##################################################################### 
Beta=function(y,x,loc,b) 
# Y = vector of observations on dependent variable 
# x= matrix of explanatory variables 
# b = bandwidth 

















for Cj in 1 :n) 
{ 















sume= e + sume 
rss=e-2+rss 
yhats [j , 1J =yhat 



























########################### SID ERRORS ########################### 


























































########################### CV SCORE ########################### 




























W [j ,j] =0 
bhat=(solve((t(x»%*%W%*%x»%*%(t(x»%*%W%*%y 
cv=(y[j]-x[j,]%*%bhat)-2 + cv 
list(cv=cv) 
} 
CV(y=ydata, x=xdata, loc=loc,b=.758) 
########################### BETA GRID ########################### 
# Calculates betas at grid locations for GWR model # 
# Makes use of a program written by Brunsdon to create the grid # 
###################################################################### 
BetaGrid =function(y,x,loc,b,gr.x,gr.y) 
























#calc distance matrix 
for (i in 1: grN) 
{ 
for (j in 1:n) 
{ 
d[i,jJ =( (gr [i, 1J -loc [j, 1J) -2+ (gr[i ,2J -loc [j ,2J) -2) -0. 5 
} 
} 
















########################### MONTE CARLO TEST ######################### 
# Monte carlo test for stationarity # 
###################################################################### 



























#Function to calculate the variance of the betas. This function is 






























































########################### BETA FUNCTION ########################### 
#Beta function calculates betas, y-hats, RSS, R-2, sig-2, effective # 


















d=as. matrix (d) 
ybar=mean(y) 
S=matrix(O,n,n) 
for (j in l:n) #calculate delta_u =(u_i-u_O) and 
#delta_v =(v_i-v_O) 
#the additional parameters for linear extension 
{ 
W=diag((exp(-1*((d[j,]/b)-2))),n,n) 

















for (i in O:s) 
{ 












sume= e + sume 
rss=e-2+rss 
yhats [j , 1] =yhat 
































list (betas=betas,yhats=yhats, rss=rss,r2=r2,vl=vl,v2=v2,effdf=effdf,sig2=sig2,AICc=AICc,AIC=AIC) 
} 
a=11Beta(y=ydata,x=xdata,loc=loc,b=1.84) 
########################### SID ERRORS ########################### 

















for (j in l:n) 
{ 
W=diag((exp(-1*((d[j,]/b)-2))),n,n) 

















for (i in O:s) 
{ 














varB=(solve(t (newX)%*%W%*%newX)) *sig2hati [1] 










########################### CV SCORE ########################### 































for (j in 1 :n) #calculate delta u and delta v 
{ 
W=diag«exp(-1*«d[j,]/b)-2))),n,n) 
W [j ,j] =0 








for (i in O:s) 
{ 























IICV(y=ydata, x=xdata, loc=loc,b=30.69) 
########################### BETA GRID ########################### 
# Calculates betas at grid locations for LLGWR model # 




source(" c :/Karen/Masters/GWR/Rprogs/gwr4_1.txt") 
gr=nice.grid(loc,c(gr.x,gr.y» 
grN=gr.x*gr.y 














#calc distance matrix 
for (i in 1:grN) 
{ 
for (j in 1:n) 
{ 
d[i,jJ=( (gr [i, 1J -loc [j, 1J) -2+(gr[i,2J -loc [j ,2J) -2) -0. 5 
} 
} 





















for (i in O:s) 
{ 










for (k in 1: q) 
{ 
betas[j,k]=bhat[k,l] 
} 
} 
list (betas=betas) 
} 
a=llBeta(y=ydata,x=xdata,loc=loc,b=30.69,gr.x=50,gr.y=100) 
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